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The Innovation Butterfly: Managing Emergent Opportunities and Risks During Distributed Innovation (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2012

	Product and service innovations are the result of mutually interacting creative and coordination tasks within a system that has to balance technical decisions, marketplace taste, personnel management, and stakeholder commitment. The constituent elements of such systems are often scattered across multiple firms and across the globe and...
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Nonlinear H-Infinity Control, Hamiltonian Systems and Hamilton-Jacobi EquationsCRC Press, 2011

	A comprehensive overview of nonlinear H∞ control theory for both continuous-time and discrete-time systems, Nonlinear H∞-Control, Hamiltonian Systems and Hamilton-Jacobi Equations covers topics as diverse as singular nonlinear H∞-control, nonlinear...
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NumPy Beginner's Guide  - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	An action packed guide using real world examples of the easy to use, high performance, free open source NumPy mathematical library


	Overview

	
		Perform high performance calculations with clean and efficient NumPy code
	
		Analyze large data sets with statistical functions
	
		Execute...
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Theory of Lift: Introductory Computational Aerodynamics in MATLAB/OctaveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Starting from a basic knowledge of mathematics and mechanics gained in standard foundation classes, Theory of Lift: Introductory Computational Aerodynamics in MATLAB/Octave takes the reader conceptually through from the fundamental mechanics of lift  to the stage of actually being able to make practical calculations and...
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A Guide to Ship Repair Estimates in Man-hours, Second EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2012

	Expert ship surveyor Don Butler shares a lifetime’s ship repair costing experience in this unique resource for accurate cost estimation and planning

	
		Includes hard to come by information on typical ship repair labor expectations for accurate man-hour forecasting and cost estimation
	
		Produced for marine...
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The Socioecological Educator: A 21st Century Renewal of Physical, Health,Environment and Outdoor EducationSpringer, 2013

	This volume offers an alternative vision for education and has been written for those who are passionate about teaching and learning, in schools, universities and in the community, and providing  people with the values, knowledge and skills needed to face complex social and environmental challenges. Working across boundaries the...
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Partial Differential Equation Analysis in Biomedical Engineering: Case Studies with MatlabCambridge University Press, 2012

	Aimed at graduates and researchers, and requiring only a basic knowledge of multi-variable calculus, this introduction to computer-based partial differential equation (PDE) modeling provides readers with the practical methods necessary to develop and use PDE mathematical models in biomedical engineering. Taking an applied approach, rather...
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Classification and Data Mining (Studies in Classification, Data Analysis, and Knowledge Organization)Springer, 2012

	This volume contains both methodological papers showing new original methods, and papers on applications illustrating how new domain-specific knowledge can be made available from data by clever use of data analysis methods. The volume is subdivided in three parts: Classification and Data Analysis; Data Mining; and Applications. The selection...
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Plato and the Divided SelfCambridge University Press, 2012

	Plato's account of the tripartite soul is a memorable feature of dialogues like the Republic, Phaedrus and Timaeus: it is one of his most famous and influential yet least understood theories. It presents human nature as both essentially multiple and diverse - and yet somehow also one - divided into a fully human 'rational' part, a...
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Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology of MercuryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The book that looks at mercury's impact on the planet today


	Recent research by the EPA has concluded that one in six women of childbearing age have unsafe levels of mercury in their bodies, which puts 630,000 newborn babies each year at risk of neurological impairment. Mercury poses severe risks to the health of animals and...
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Trimming, Miniaturization and Ideality via Convolution Technique of TRIZ: A Guide to Lean and High-level Inventive Design (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2012

	The book is a valuable research tool-kit for innovators, amateur & professionals alike. Additionally, College & University faculties on Engineering, who organize yearly workshops internationally will find hundreds of novel themes to choose from. Some teachers might just secretly buy this book to introduce out-of-box brain-teasers in...
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Evolution in Four Dimensions: Genetic, Epigenetic, Behavioral, and Symbolic Variation in the History of Life (Life and Mind: Philosophical Issues in Biology and Psychology)A Bradford Book, 2014

	This new edition of the widely read Evolution in Four Dimensions has been revised to reflect the spate of new discoveries in biology since the book was first published in 2005, offering corrections, an updated bibliography, and a substantial new chapter. Eva Jablonka and Marion Lamb's pioneering argument proposes that there is more...
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